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Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation, United States, 2001. Mixed media product. Book Condition:
New. 274 x 213 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. (Homespun Tapes). Swing players can
now practice their improvisation skills on ten hot tunes as Mike plays back-up on his powerful
rhythm guitar. He provides both slowed-down and up-to-speed versions, helping players develop
melodic sense, improvisational skills and knowledge of the fingerboard. Includes: The Sheik of Araby
* Dark Eyes * Honeysuckle Rose * Raggin It * Jumpin the Blues * St. Louis Blues * It Don t Mean a
Thing (If It Ain t Got That Swing) * Rhythm Changes * Sweet Georgia Brown * and Cool Blues. ONE
CD * INCLUDES TAB * LEVEL 3.
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ReviewsReviews

This is the very best book i actually have read till now. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a created
ebook.
-- Ena  Huel-- Ena  Huel

The publication is simple in read easier to comprehend. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time period. I found out this book from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Sha kir a  K unde-- Sha kir a  K unde
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